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The authors would like to thank the Referee #1 for her/his valuable comments and
suggestions to improve the manuscript. They have been taken into account in the
revised manuscript, as follows (original referee’s comments in bold):
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General comments
This paper introduces the isotopic tracking of the ecohydrological model ECH2 O.
The new model development is evaluated using isotope time series from a montane, low-energy catchment in Scotland. The isotope tracking addition to the
model is interesting for the GMD readership and the approach is in general welldocumented. The availability of isotope time series in different parts of the study
catchment is also very useful for gaining scientific insights. However, . . .
1. The paper lacks a clear focus at times, and the writing varies between being very detailed to very general. The authors know the topics very well, and
occasionally make jumps or sweeping descriptions that easily lose the reader.
(Examples in specific Comments.)
We thank the referee for this comment. In general, we have tried to make the narrative
more consistent as specified in the corresponding specific comments below.
2. Also, the model development rationale is not entirely clear, which makes it
difficult to understand whether the evaluation procedure and criteria are sound,
well defined, and in proportion to the goals the model are set to achieve.
The objective of the paper is to describe and demonstrate the development of a flux/age
tracking component built on an existing ecohydrological model. The rationale for this
new development is twofold. First, the tracking component is added to a spatiallydistributed energy and water balance model with a strong physical base that explicitly
simulates the spatio-temporal heterogeneity of the water mixing processes. Then, we
evaluate how this ecohydrological model calibrated solely on hydrometric/energy balance data could simulate spatio-temporal isotope variations without any additional calibration of the tracking and fractionation components. Because of the diversity of fluxes
and storage dynamics tracked in the model, we put the emphasis on testing the new
model with a wide range of isotopic datasets, and use visual inspection and generic
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quantitative metrics (such as mean absolute error and model-data correlation, see response to the corresponding specific comment) for a generic evaluation and further
discussion. In the future, when moving towards more operational purposes, specific
calibrations of the isotopic component using metrics such as KGE or NSE may be
beneficial. Note that specific aspects of this discussion relevant to the model development rationale, and the evaluation metrics are further addressed below in specific
Comments.
3. The authors also do not test the sensitivity of neither parameters, mixing
assumptions, nor isotope model structure, which limit the insights that could
have been generated in the subsequent evaluation process.
A comprehensive sensitivity analysis of parameters was already performed by Kuppel et al. (2018), along with a description of the ensemble of parameters used in this
paper, which were derived from a multi-objective calibration method conducted using
constraints from hydrometric and energy balance observations (see Sect. 3.3). Additional parameter sensitivity analysis and calibration using isotopes datasets would provide complementary information to further constrain parameter uncertainty. However,
by doing so we would lose an opportunity to assess how the original ECH2 O structure
performs against a dataset that is truly independent form the standard hydrometric information typically used in model calibration/validation exercises. A comparison of the
performance of different mixing models is beyond the scope of the paper. The presented model simulates isotope tracking using a simple full mixing assumption, which
avoids hard-to-test partial or incomplete mixing hypotheses and therefore permits an
in-depth discussion of model strengths and weaknesses for potential applications and
hypothesis-driven model developments.
4. The authors repeatedly refer to Kuppel et al. (2018) and at times assume the
reader to have taken part of it. This is a bit unfortunate, as Kuppel et al. (2018) is
not open access (and also was not accessible for me during my review). Please
consider including key information, if only in Supplementary information.
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It is difficult not to refer extensively to Kuppel et al. (2018) because it gives key details
such as a description of improvements to the original ECH2 O model, a quantification
of the model performance on the study site and also describes the basic configuration
used to evaluate ECH2 O-iso. While it is not possible to reproduce all this information in the paper, we strived to include the information relevant for the interpretation of
the results of the present study. Nevertheless, we recognize this can be frustrating.
To ameliorate this problem we revised the manuscript to add further details regarding
model development rationale, key features and limitations, and the range of environments on which the model has been successfully applied. We have also added a figure
to the Supplementary Information that indicates the time spans used for calibration and
evaluation (Fig. S1) and the list and description of the calibrated parameters (Table S1,
adapted from Kuppel et al., 2018):
"Table S1. Calibrated parameters used in this study, grouped according to their four
components: soil units or vegetation types."
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Name
Dsoil
DL1
DL2
φ
Khx
Khratio
λBC
Ψae
θr
kroot
gsmax
CW Smax
Topt
Ψd
c
Kbeer

Description
Soil-distributed (Peat, Gley, Podzol, Ranker)
Total soil depth (m)
Depth of the 1st hydrological layer (m)
Depth of the 2nd hydrological layer (m)
Porosity (m3 .m−3 )
Saturated horizontal hydraulic conductivity (m.s−1 )
Ratio of vertical-to-horizontal hydraulic conductivity (–)
Brooks-Corey exponent parameter (–)
Air-entry pressure head (m)
Residual soil moisture (m3 .m−3 )
Exponential root profile (m−1 )
Vegetation-distributed (Pine, Hather, Moss Grass)
Maximal stomatal conductance (m.s-1)
Maximum interception storage per unit LAI (m)
Optimal photosynthesis temperature (C)
Soil water potential halving stomatal conductance (-m)
Sensitivity of stomatal conductance to soil water potential (–)
Light attenuation coefficient (–)

(see Figure at the end of the response) "Figure S1. Temporal windows –at daily
resolution– covered by each of the datasets (orange) at the different sites (italic font)
grouped by observation type (bold font) used to calibrate the ECH2 O-iso model, while
the full simulation period (blue) is used for evaluating the isotopes and age tracking
module."
5. The paper is lengthy and readability could be improved by e.g., summarising
tables and more condensed graphs that can act as reference, or point the reader
to the key results (e.g., notations table, definitions table, and scatterplots etc.,
more figures like Fig 8).
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Striking a balance between providing sufficient detail while keeping the paper concise
is challenging. We moved away much of the methodological details to Supplementary Materials or to Kuppel et al (2018) and much of the bulk of the paper describes
and discusses results on the temporal and spatial patterns of water compositions and
age, which are key foci of our study. Nonetheless, we have edited the manuscript to
reduce verbosity and have moved the section and figures on lc-excess (Fig. 11) to
Supplementary Information, as they offered similar information to Fig. 10.
6. The authors mention in their literature review and discussions other models
ranging from local to global scale, but it’s not clear if the authors mean that their
modelling procedure can be scaled up.
The review was meant to contextualize the model within the state of the art, and to
indicate that other similar models with different strengths and weaknesses exist. However, one of the features of the ECH2 O model is that it can be run at a wide range
of spatial scales, provided that the necessary inputs are available. Indeed, its spatial domain is constructed and determined by a regular-gridded digital elevation model
(DEM) map that defines the topography and the drainage network, and establishes
the finite-differences grid on which the governing equations are solved (Maneta Silverman, 2013). Currently applications have been conducted at the plot scale (Maneta
Silverman, 2013; Douinot et al., Plot scale modelling to asses forest effects on water partitioning and flux ages, in prep.), in small catchments (1-10 km2) (Kuppel et al.,
2018; Lozano-Parra et al., 2014), in larger watersheds and small regions (102 -103 km2 )
(Maneta and Silverman, 2013; Simeone, 2018). While these studies obviously did not
include isotopic tracking, the hydrologic core is the same. In the revised manuscript, we
added the following sentence in the model description (sect. 2.1) in order to emphasize
this multi-scaling potential:
“[. . .] relative humidity, and wind speed). In addition, the flexible definition of the spatial
domain in ECH2 O allows for applications at a range of scales: from the plot (Maneta
and Silverman, 2013), to small catchments (1-10 km2 – Lozano-Parra et al., 2014;
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Kuppel et al., 2018), to larger watersheds (102 -103 km2 – Maneta and Silverman, 2013;
Simeone, 2018).”
7. In the abstract and conclusions, the authors claim that the framework is useful beyond the type of low energy catchment simulated here. However, I feel
this statement is misleading and goes well beyond the evidence provided in the
paper, and would require e.g. validation in other types of catchments.
The abstract has been edited to avoid making such claim (see the first specific Comment below). In the conclusions however, we argue that the ECH2 O-iso was not specifically designed for simulating the kind of catchment here studied and that it has applicability to other regions. In addition, at present the implementation of isotope and age
tracking also avoids any location-specific parameterization. From a methodological
viewpoint, the specificity of our site lies not so much in its environmental conditions
but rather in the richness of available datasets. As a result, there is no reason to
think that our methodology (including the ECH2 O-iso model) could not perform well in
other environments. The conclusions have been modified in the revised manuscript to
emphasize this aspect (P30L14):
“Despite some limitations, this isotope-based evaluation suggests a reasonable capture of the velocity fields (i.e., how fast water parcels move) across the catchment,
and complements a previous calibration and evaluation mostly using hydrometric observations (water fluxes and storage dynamics) which indicated a good simulation of
catchment functioning from a celerity viewpoint (i.e., how fast energy propagates via
the hydraulic gradient) (Kuppel et al., 2018). Satisfying this dual velocity-celerity perspective is key to characterising water pathways and quantifying the associated travel
times in different ecohydrological compartments of headwater landscapes. Complementing more conceptual approaches, the physical basis of the ECH2 O-iso model further provides the potential to extrapolate these insights beyond recorded conditions
and scales, and to notably project the reciprocal feedbacks between plant water use,
hydrological pathways and potential environmental changes. The relatively simple conC7

ceptualisation of compartment-scale velocities, e.g. assuming complete mixing and
without site-specific parameterization, and the absence of isotopic calibration, already
make the current results particularly encouraging. It also provides a useful framework
for hierarchising model development and benchmarking needs. For example, some
of the model-data discrepancies in our results stress the necessary incorporation of
partial mixing hypotheses, likely to be critical in drier and/or flatter landscapes where
diffusive water movement prevails. Second, our model-data analysis of isotope dynamics strongly reflects fractionation effects, be it via soil evaporation or species-specific
plant water use. Finally, the versatility of climatic settings in which the original ECH2 O
model has already been evaluated facilitates applying the presented methodology beyond the specifics of a high-latitude, low-energy, wet and steep headwater catchment
such as the one simulated here. Further, the flexible spatial domain used by the model
will help providing a process-based modelling framework for plot-to-catchment-scale
hypothesis testing. This is timely for current challenges in critical zone science, such
as exploring the occurrence and mechanisms behind the postulated ecohydrological
separation of water fluxes (Berry et al., 2017).”
8. Equations: subscripts and superscript should be in upright font when constituting a describing word (e.g., out, in, snow etc.) and only in cursive for variables
(e.g., t). Function names such as “max” and “min” should also be in upright font.
We thank the referee for this suggestion. All subscript and superscript notations, as
well as function names, have been formatted accordingly in the revised manuscript.

Specific Comments
Abstract: Very sweeping and general, and raises many questions. Please consider to be more specific. E.g., what is meant by “good [. . .] match in most
cases”, “powerful tool”, “some model development”? What kind of cases, why
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is it powerful, what kind of model development? And what is the model development rationale? What can the model be used for? “Celerity” – a term used in
the abstract, introduction, discussion and conclusion, but not clearly explained
in the analyses and results sections.
We thank the Referee for this. We have edited the abstract to add precision, as well as
to add specificity to the rationale and potential model applications. We also addressed
the issue of making “celerity” easier to understand / redefined when used here and in
other parts of the manuscripts (see other corresponding comments). In the revised
manuscript, the abstract now reads as follows:
“We introduce ECH2 O-iso, a new development of the physically-based, fully-distributed
ecohydrological model ECH2 O where the tracking of water isotopic tracers (2 H and
18 O) and age has been incorporated. ECH O-iso is evaluated at a montane, low2
energy experimental catchment in northern Scotland using 16 independent isotope
time series from various landscape positions and compartments; encompassing soil
water, groundwater, stream water, and plant xylem. The results show consistent isotopic ranges and temporal variability (seasonal and higher-frequency) in across the
soil profile at most sites (especially on hillslopes), a broad model-data agreement in
heather xylems, and consistent deuterium dynamics in stream water and in groundwater. Since ECH2 O-iso was calibrated only using hydrometric and energy flux datasets,
tracking water composition provides a truly independent validation of the physical basis of the model for successfully capturing catchment hydrological functioning, both
in terms of celerity of energy propagation shaping the hydrological response (e.g.
runoff generation under prevailing hydraulic gradients), and of flow velocities of water molecules (e.g., in consistent tracer concentrations at given locations and times).
Additionally, we also show that the spatially-distributed formulation of ECH2 O-iso provides the possibility to quantitatively link water stores and fluxes with spatio-temporal
patterns of isotopes ratios and water ages. However, our study case also highlights
model-data discrepancies in some compartments, such as an over-dampened variabilC9

ity in groundwater and stream water lc-excess, and over-fractionated riparian topsoils.
The adopted minimalistic framework, without site-specific parameterization of isotopes
and age tracking, facilitates the interpretation of these mismatches into model development and benchmarking needs, while taking into account the idiosyncracies of our
study catchment. Notably, we suggest that more advanced conceptualisation of soil
water mixing and of plant water use would be needed to reproduce some of the observed patterns. Balancing the need for basic hypothesis testing with that of improved
simulations of catchment dynamics for a range of applications (e.g., plant water use
under changing environmental conditions, water quality issues, and calibration-derived
estimates of landscape characteristics), further works could also benfit from including
isotope-based calibration.”
Introduction: It could be useful for the authors to explain how such their study
is linked to practical and societal meaningful issues. For example, the authors
explains many times how isotopic characterisation could “provide insights into
water pathways”, linked to “water flux partitioning”, and understanding “catchment functioning”, but the reader is left to figure out on her own if these topics
are interesting and important also in a broader context. E.g., could improving
our understanding of catchment functioning also for example be directly linked
to our capacity to design models capable of forecasting floods, and works well
under a rapidly changing climate? No need to be lengthy, but just to provide
a context. Some interesting debates about evaporation partitioning is also not
included, among others: (Coenders-Gerrits et al., 2014; Evaristo et al., 2015;
Jasechko et al., 2013; Schlesinger and Jasechko, 2014; Wei et al., 2017).
We thank the Referee for bringing this perspective. In the revised manuscript, the end
of the first paragraph of the Introduction has been modified in this regard (P2L6):
“[. . .] water pathways at scales ranging from the pedon (Sprenger et al., 2018) to the
catchment landscape (McGuire and McDonnell, 2006; Birkel and Soulsby, 2015). At
larger scales, such approaches can yield global estimates of terrestrial water flux parC10

titioning (Good et al., 2015), where recent scrutiny has been brought upon separating
plant transpiration from other source of evaporative losses (e.g., Jasechko et al., 2013;
Coenders-Gerrits et al., 2014; Schlesinger and Jasechko, 2014; Wei et al., 2017). At
catchment and watershed scales, an understanding of landscape functioning in turn
helps designing robust models to predicts the impact of climate extremes and environmental changes in society-relevant issues such as water resources management, flood
forecasting, and impact assessment of land cover – land use change (e.g., Troy et al.,
2015; Zhang et al., 2017).”
P2L10: What do the authors mean when writing that the “hydrology has remained simplistic” in land surface models? Please specify. And why are dynamic vegetation models and global hydrological models not mentioned?
Given the scope of the paper, we only refer to land surface models on which (to our
knowledge) isotopes tracking have been implemented: JSBACH (Haese et al., 2013),
ORCHIDEE (Risi et al., 2016) and CLM (Wong et al., 2017). These land surface model
have simplified descriptions of the hydrologic system that do not include explicit laterals
water transfers (or is represented using a calibrated residence time for linear storage
decrease), shallow and deeper subsurface flows, or channel routing. This is made
clearer in the revised manuscript. Some of these models also include vegetation dynamics, and this will be mentioned. To our knowledge, no global hydrological model
integrates isotope tracking. The revised manuscript has been modified as follows:
“[. . .] While the simulation of energy budgets and biogeochemical cycles is increasingly
detailed in these land surface models -sometimes including vegetation dynamics- the
hydrology has, however, remained somewhat simplistic (or even absent) regarding lateral transfers as overland flow, shallow and deeper subsurface ïňĆows and channel
routing (Fan, 2015). This makes it difficult to take advantage of isotopes tracking to
characterise the role of cascading downstream water redistribution in the spatial patterns of catchment functioning. [. . .]”
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P3L9: “evaporative losses in ET”. Please consider “terrestrial evaporation”.
It has been modified to “terrestrial evaporation” in the revised manuscript. In addition,
we now use “E” instead of “ET” to refer to evapotranspiration.
P3L11: “transpiration (T)”. Please consider using “Et ” for transpiration, to avoid
the confusion with temperature T.
“T” has now been replaced by “Et ” throughout the revised manuscript.
P3L19: Key features are described, but the rationale is not explained. E.g., why
the model developed is the described way? What are the authors hoping to
achieve?
We have modified the introduction so that the rationale of the original ECH2 O development explains our choice for developing an isotopes and age tracking module
(P3L20): “ Here, we implement isotope and age tracking in the physically-based, fullydistributed model ECH2 O (Maneta and Silverman, 2013). This model was chosen
because of it provides a physically-based, yet computationally-efficient representation
of energy-water-ecosystem couplings where intra-catchment connectivity (both vertical
and lateral) can be explicitly resolved. In addition, ECH2 O separately solves the energy balance at the top of the canopy and at the soil surface, allowing a process-based
separation of Es, Et, and Ec. The novel isotopic and age [. . .]”
P3L28: Please consider new paragraph for the research questions.
P3L30: The research questions could be formulated in a more specifically way.
E.g., What are “physics”? Are “mixing assumptions” really investigated in this
paper? What kind of “implications and opportunities” do the authors have in
mind?
We answer to these two comments jointly. These are good suggestions, and the research questions are now shown as a list in the revised manuscript, for further clarity.
In addition, these questions have been modified as follows: “We ask the following
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questions:
• To what extent can a hydrometrically-calibrated, physically-based hydrologic
model correctly reproduce internal catchment dynamics of isotopes?
• What are the limitations of these isotopic simulations? Do they relate to the
underlying model physics and/or to the tracking approach adopted?
• How useful and transferrable is this model framework for simulating spatiotemporal patterns of isotopes and water ages?”
P4 Sect 2.1: Please describe the key features and main limitations of the ECH2 O
model. Including examples of where and for what kind of purposes the model
has been used would also be useful.
We have extended the first paragraph of Sect. 2.1 to include a further description of
ECH2 O and examples of past applications:
“[. . .] relative humidity, and wind speed). In addition, the flexible definition of the spatial
domain in ECH2 O allows for applications at a range of scales: from the plot (Maneta
and Silverman, 2013), to small catchments (1-10 km2 – Lozano-Parra et al., 2014; Kuppel et al., 2018), to larger watersheds (102 -103 km2 – Maneta and Silverman, 2013;
Simeone, 2018). Despite some potential limitations due to the absence of diffusiondriven water redistribution or an explicit biogeochemical cycle providing ecosystem
respiration, to date the model yielded satisfactory results and insights across the diversity of climatic settings (semiarid to humid/energy-limited) and scientific focuses (e.g.,
water balance, energy balance, or plant hydraulics) covered by the aforementioned
studies. A comprehensive description of ECH2 O can be found [. . .]”
P5 Fig 1: Please consider illustrating the isotope tracking assumptions within
the model chart, e.g., transpiration is not considered fractioning, throughfall is
not aging etc.
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This a good suggestion, we have modified Fig. 1 and its caption, so that fractionating
processes appears more explicitly but we kept the throughfall assumptions in the main
text in order not overload the figure (the revised figure can be found at the end of this
document):
“Figure 1. Water compartments (black rectangles) and fluxes (coloured arrows) as
represented in ECH2 O, with the dashed arrows indicating processes where isotopic
fractionation is simulated. The numbers between brackets reflect the sequence of calculation within a time step. Note that water routing (steps [8] to [13]) differs between
cells where a stream is present (◦) or not (∗).”
P6L9: “One exception. . .” Perhaps new paragraph?
It has been amended in the revised manuscript.
P6L14 “No spill-over”. Not sure what is meant. There is throughfall, right?
By “no spill-over”, we meant that since in the ECH2 O model “canopy drainage occurs at
the rate at which precipitation increases above the maximum canopy storage” (Maneta
and Silverman, 2013), and because maximum canopy storage is constant in our simulations, only the precipitation from the current time step can contribute to throughfall.
This is the reason why throughfall does not age, as correctly pointed out by Referee1
a few paragraphs above. We made this clearer in the revised manuscript:
“[. . .]. Only the same-time-step precipitation can contribute to throughfall in the ECH2 O
model, whenever the resulting canopy storage would exceed the maximum canopy
storage capacity (Maneta and Silverman, 2013), the latter being constant in our simulations. As a result, intercepted water eventually evaporates from the canopy and does
not interact with the surface/subsurface. [. . .]”
P8L13 “PET” Please consider using Epot, as PET could also be precipitation,
evaporation, and temperature.
We realized that this acronym is not used anywhere else in the manuscript, so was
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removed from the revised manuscript.
P11L3-4 “Autumn” Lowercase letters
It has been corrected in the revised manuscript
P13L26-27 “model-to-data ratio of standard deviation and model-data Pearson’s
correlation factor”. Please consider discussion the merits and pitfalls of using
these evaluation metrics. See for example (Biondi et al., 2012) for review of different validation procedures that might be of relevance.
We thank the Referee for this suggestion. As stated in our reply to General Comment
2, our approach consists in a generic evaluation of the new model using an ensemble
of diverse isotopic datasets across ecohydrological compartments. This is why we
rely on visual inspection (recommended in Biondi et al., 2012) as well as on generic
metrics of model skill. The mean absolute error gives a generic quantification modeldata fit across different type with lower sensitivity to high values within time series,
contrary to metrics based on squared differences (such as RMSE or NSE; Krause et al.,
2005; Legates and McCabe, 1999) and, to a lesser extent the Kling-Gupta Efficiency
(KGE, Kling et al., 2012). In addition, NSE and KGE have been developed primarily for
extracting information (and scores) from stream hydrograph for time series with a large
number of points and pronounced variability, which is not the case for most isotopic
datasets used here. Following the Referee’s comment, in the revised manuscript we
have used the mean absolute error (MAE) and Pearson’s correlation factor as reference
metrics. First, model-data MAE is shown for all relevant time series (displayed the
ensemble median so as not to overload the figures). Second, Fig. 8 has been modified
in order to display the normalized MAE (using the range of values of observations)
against the Pearson’s correlation factor:
"Figure 8. Summary of model performance in the dual space of mean absolute error
(normalized by the observed range of values) and Pearson’s correlation factor between
modelled and observed time series, for (a) δ 2 H and (b) lc-excess, showing the median
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and 90%-spread over the ensemble. The size of each symbol is proportional to the
logarithm of the number of observation points available. Performances in soil compartments at Forest site A are further separated between periods 2013 and 2015-2016
(the latter indicated with an asterisk), corresponding to two separate field data collection campaigns. Two groundwater wells are presents at the peat site."
As pointed out in Biondi et al. (2012) and elsewhere, normalized MAE provides a more
balanced evaluation, permits a direct comparison between different types of observables of varying distributions and dynamics, and is sensitive to model biases. The
Pearson’s correlation on the other hand captures very well if the model and observables have similar variances, but does not capture biases and is not robust to outliers,
especially for time series with few points and/or low variability (groundwater and xylem).
In response to this comment these edits have been brought to the main text in Sect 3.4
(P13L26):
“As outlined in Sect. 1, our model evaluation is meant to test the ability of ECH2 O
to generically simulate isotope dynamics across compartments. We used mean absolute error (MAE) to quantify model-data fit for all isotopic outputs, some of which
present low temporal variability, have skewed distributions, or have a relatively lower
sampling record and resulting in typical hydrograph-oriented efficiency metrics (e.g.,
Nash-Sutcliffe or Kling-Gupta, Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970; Kling et al., 2012) being less
applicable. The median value are shown on corresponding time series (Figs. 3–7). It is
then normalized by each dataset range and used in conjunction with Pearson’s correlation factor in Fig. 8 as a summary of model performance. The correlation coefficient
axis in this dual model performance space represents the quality of the model in representing the variation of the data, while the normalized MAE axis provides information
on the accuracy (bias) of the model.”
And in section 4.1 (P17L13):
"A summary of model performance is shown in Fig. 8 for all sites/compartments, using
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the dual space of normalized MAE (using each dataset range, x-axis) and Pearson’s
linear correlation factor (y-axis). The vast majority of median normalized MAE were
below 1, and more than half of evaluated datasets showed values below 0.5. Values
above 0.7 were mostly found for groundwater and xylem compartments, a clustering
especially marked for δ 2 H. In addition, most median model-data correlations were significantly positive between 0.4 and 0.85, noting a tighter clustering around high values
for δ 2 H than lc-excess. Insignificant or negative correlations were mostly found where
only a few data points were available (xylem) or where seasonal variability was low
(e.g. groundwater). Interestingly, median model-data agreement in topsoil at Forest
site A significantly differed between 2013 (mobile water sampling via lysimeters) and
the 2015-2016 period (bulk water sampling via direct equilibration). This was notable
in the dramatic increase of model-data correlation (0.17 to 0.8) and decrease of normalized MAE (0.5 to 0.25) for topsoil δ 2 H in the latter case, which is consistent with our
interpretation that the simulated soil water composition represents that of bulk water.”
P14 Sect 4.1. The time series section is detailed and provide considerable
amount of information. However, it is also difficult for the reader to quickly get
a grasp of the main strength and weaknesses of the model. Please consider
including e.g., scatterplots.
Fig. 8 of the revised manuscript provides the recommended scatterplots (see reply to
previous referee comment). We have also edited the manuscript to facilitate the interpretation of the figure and guide the reader through the description of the evaluation
metrics (at the very end of Sect. 3.4).
P21 Fig 9, P23 Fig 10: Possibly consider moving some of the maps to the SI, and
condense the information by grouping (by e.g., riparian/upstream/downstream
etc types of regions).
Please refer to our reply to General Comment 5.
P26L9- “By keeping the. . .” Parts of this could also be modelling rationale that
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could been useful in the introduction section or model set-up.
Following this suggestion, we have emphasized this aspect in the abstract (see related comment above), and at the end of the introduction just after the list of research
questions (also reformulated, see related comment above):
“These questions are here addressed by testing the new tracer-enhanced model
(ECH2 O-iso, Sect. 2) in a small, low-energy montane catchment (Sect. 3). This site
has previously been modelled applying ECH2 O for calibration, using multiple datasets
of long-term ecohydrological fluxes and storage variables (Kuppel et al., 2018). We
take advantage of this earlier work as a reference ensemble of calibrated model parameterizations, and no additional isotopic calibration is conducted. In addition to using
long-term, high resolution isotopic datasets for rainfall and runoff (2H and 18O), we assess the spatio-temporal variations of model-data agreement in soil water, groundwater, and plant xylem at different locations (Sect 4.1). Following this generic evaluation,
the model is used to infer seasonally-varying patterns of water fluxes and isotopes
signatures (Sect. 4.2), and water age (Sect. 4.3). Model strengths and weaknesses,
insights in processes and potential ways forward are discussed in Sect. 5, before drawing conclusions in Sect. 6.”
P3019: “ecohydrological feedbacks”. A bit general, and not clear what the authors mean. Ecosystem response in terms of CO2 fertilisation and root depth
development?
The term “reciprocal ecohydrological feedbacks” here only encapsulates the reciprocal feedbacks between plant water use and terrestrial water pathways, in the face of
environmental change. Given the simplified biogeochemistry used in ECH2 O, the effect of CO2 fertilization, of changes in nutrient availability, or of rooting depth development cannot be explored at present. We have modified this sentence in the revised
manuscript as follows:
“[. . .] Complementing more conceptual approaches, the physical basis of the ECH2 OC18

iso model further provides the potential to extrapolate these insights beyond recorded
conditions and scales, and to notably project the reciprocal feedbacks between plant
water use, hydrological pathways and potential environmental changes.”
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